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ABSTRACT
The Accounting Information System (AIS) is crucial for a company's commercial operations to run smoothly. One type of AIS is the Cost Accounting Information System which has a vital role, especially in manufacturing companies. More specifically, AIS Cost also depends on the method of collecting costs used by a company which consists of two types, namely process-costing and job order-costing. MSMEs MMC Fashion Knitting one of the manufacturing companies in Bandung that produces based on orders (job order-costing) still uses the Cost Accounting Information System manually so that the owner does not know the exact production cost and gross profit of each order. This study aims to create a simple application to process the Accounting Information System of Job Order Costing that can help the company's operational activities. Descriptive-qualitative research methodology is being employed. Interviews and documentation in the form of primary and secondary data were used to acquire the information. The System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) approach and Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 are used in this study's application design. The results of this study are the Accounting Information System of Job Order Costing Application which can produce output including sales order letter, production order letter, bill of material, production activities list, material stock report, cost of goods manufactured report, and income statement with variable costing method.
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Introduction
Current global economic developments are accompanied by technological developments for automation and digitalization in every industrial sector. Currently, access to technology is very open to everyone. Electronic devices such as gadgets and laptops have various advanced features that can make daily activities easier. These various conveniences can be both opportunities and challenges for MSME players because economic competition in this era is becoming tighter. MSMEs play an important role in driving Indonesia's economic growth. The large number of types of MSMEs in Indonesia is proof that MSMEs have an important role, starting from manufacturing, service, trade, agricultural, and extractive companies. Of the various types of MSMEs, manufacturing companies are quite popular with business actors compared to other types of business, one of the reasons is that they can absorb local labor at low costs.

Companies operating in the manufacturing sector generally process raw materials into goods that can be sold. In running their business, manufacturing companies must take into account production elements. Additionally, a company's production system may impact how costs are collected and used to determine the cost of goods produced. Two approaches are often used to collect production costs, namely the order cost system and the process cost system. According to the opinion of Siregar et al. [1], cost-to-order systems allow companies to develop items in response to consumer demand. This costing strategy can be adjusted accordingly by the user as departments or cost centers produce various items so as to identify product-cost relationships. Meanwhile, a process-based cost system involves collecting costs based on departments or manufacturing
processes in the factory. Businesses that use process-based costing techniques are often homogeneous. Businesses with homogeneous production produce the same products in significant volumes. According to this method, the cost per unit is determined by dividing all process costs incurred during a certain time by the total number of units produced.

MMC Fashion Knitting MSME is one of the MSMEs in Bandung that uses an order-based cost system. This company operates in the convection sector and was founded by Mr. Rudi and Mrs. Desi in 2017. However, until now the company has not succeeded in adopting the correct accounting system relating to costs based on orders to calculate COGS. This causes calculation errors because the company does not take into account factory overhead costs including depreciation costs for fixed assets, costs of auxiliary materials, etc. This inaccurate production cost calculation means that the company does not know the exact amount of gross profit earned from each order. Apart from that, the cost accounting system running in this company is still manual so it takes a long time.

There are various other obstacles faced by MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs due to the incorrect COGS calculation system and manual cost calculation system. Based on interviews conducted by the author, these obstacles include difficulties when getting lots of orders that require immediate handling and difficulty determining which orders should be done first. The owner realizes that to maintain the long-term viability of his business, a computerized system is needed in the form of a simple application system that can help the company overcome these obstacles. The age of globalization fosters the swift advancement of information technology, a resource leveraged by diverse business entities to broaden their reach and enhance operations through the integration of information systems into their daily activities, impacting nearly every sector of society on a global scale [2]. Accounting functions as an information system that initiates with the recording and communication of monetary events within an economic entity. This information serves as a foundation for making economic decisions and entails the consideration of various alternatives [3]. An accounting information system comprises various elements, encompassing both tangible and intangible components, which are interconnected to transform financial data into the essential financial information required for decision-making by both managers and external stakeholders [4].

Research emphasis in the field of accounting information systems (AIS) and information systems (IS) revolves around understanding phenomena and gaining fresh insights into the mechanisms governing diverse processes [5]. Accounting, functioning as an information system, begins with the recording and communication of monetary events within an economic entity. This information provides a basis for economic decision-making, involving the evaluation of different alternatives [6]. The application system is a part of an accounting information system. Mulyadi [7] argues that an accounting information system or abbreviated as AIS is a collection of forms, records and reports that are created and integrated in certain ways to provide management with the financial information necessary to run a company. In addition, it is a system that offers accounting transactions that represent accounting and financial data and other information obtained from business operational processes [8]. Furthermore, Hall [9] argues that financial transaction processing is directly influenced by sub-systems that handle financial and non-financial transactions. While Bodnar and Hopwood [10] argues that a combination of resources, including people and technology, are coordinated to transform data into information. The application system as part of the information system really supports the efficiency and effectiveness of the accounting information system.

There are various kinds of software that can be used to design an application. Microsoft Visual Studio as a software that functions to design applications offers various programming language choices. There are many programming languages available today. The rules and syntax for creating commands or instructions differ depending on the language. The five programming languages supported by Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 are Visual Basic, Visual C++, Visual C#, JavaScript,
and Visual F#. Zak [11] claims that Visual Basic is an object-oriented programming language. In object-oriented programming, anything that can be seen, touched, or utilized is called an object. Text boxes, list boxes, buttons, and labels are the most frequently used Windows items. Each object in object-oriented programming consists of a class, which serves as a template for further object creation by the computer. Of these various options, Visual Basic is the most popular because it emphasizes the visual-based programming side so it is suitable for use if you want to create Windows-based applications [12].

Designing applications that use software such as Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 cannot be separated from electronic data processing (EDP). Bodnar in Budiarti & Ardi [13] believes that Electronic data processing (EDP) is a transaction-oriented data processing process in an organization using computer technology. EDP is the most basic information system application used by all organizations. The advantages and benefits of using electronic data processing in business are economy, speed, and precision. The EDP stages consist of boundary, input, process, storage (database) and output stages. These stages are also designed in designing the application using application development methods that are appropriate to the application required.

Weli [14] believes that system development or application development is the process of modernizing or replacing all or part of an information system. Application development in this design uses the SDLC method and the waterfall method. Romney [15] states that there are five stages in the SDLC system development cycle, namely the system analysis stage, conceptual design, physical design, implementation and conversion, and operation and maintenance. Meanwhile, the waterfall method is the most traditional and easiest approach to system development [16]. For software development with unchanged specifications, this approach is appropriate. This model offers a step-by-step method for understanding the software life cycle, starting with requirements analysis, followed by designing, developing, testing, and utilizing the software on the project. Several previous studies conducted by Andrian & Sudjana [17], Putri & Aisah [18] and Febryani & Firdaus [19] It has been proven that designing an application system that uses the SDLC method or waterfall method and is designed using the Visual Basic programming language can make it easier for companies to calculate production prices along with reports on the cost of goods produced.

Method

The qualitative descriptive research method is the method used in this research. According to Sugiyono [20], Descriptive research is research on one or more variables independently without looking for relationships or comparisons between variables. This research only focuses on designing a cost-based AIS application program for MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs. The problem-solving steps taken in this research include:
1. Field Survey. At this stage the author investigates the problems that occur in the research subject through interviews. Interview activities were carried out with the owner and sales department at MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs.
2. Identify the Problem. At this stage the author found that MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs had not implemented an appropriate cost accounting system so that the company experienced various obstacles in carrying out its business activities.
3. System Analysis & Planning. At this stage the author analyzes the system currently used by the company, identifies its weaknesses so that he can plan the proposed system.
4. General Design. At this stage the author begins to design the system that will be proposed through system documentation activities using flowcharts and DFDs so that the general system specifications can be described well.
5. Detailed Design. At this stage the author designs the appearance of the application that will be seen by the user (user interface).
6. Implementation. At this stage, the application system designed by the author has been completed, then he will demonstrate the Order Cost AIS application to MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs so that the application and system designed can be implemented.

7. Conclusions and Suggestions. At this stage the author draws conclusions by answering the problem formulations that have been determined. Furthermore, this research uses qualitative data and quantitative data such as sales order data from customers, information about running systems, company descriptions, and so on. This data was obtained using interview techniques and documentation sourced from primary and secondary data sources. Primary data in this research was obtained through direct interviews with business owners regarding the company profile and an overview of the business processes carried out by MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs. Meanwhile, secondary data comes from evidence of transactions that occurred in the company from October to December 2022. The source documents used are receipts, notes, invoices, and so on.

In carrying out this design, the author used software as a design tool, namely Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 using the Visual Basic programming language and SQL Server to create the application database. The application development method used in designing application programs is the waterfall method with system analysis through the System Development Life Cycle (SDLC). Apart from that, in designing this application, system documentation was carried out using DFD and flowcharts. The application program produced in this research is single user and not connected to the internet network. Data storage in the application is stored in a database on the computer device used to install the application so that it cannot transfer data to another computer. Therefore, there is only one user of this application, namely the administration department appointed by the company.

**Results and Discussion**

1. AIS Fees Based on Orders Currently Used by MSME MMC Fashion Knitting

   The order-based cost accounting information system currently used by MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs uses entirely manual processes. The following is a flowchart document of the cost AIS procedure based on manual orders carried out by the company.

   ![Flowchart AIS Order Costs Currently Used](image)

   **Figure 1. Document Flowchart AIS Order Costs Currently Used**

2. Feasibility Study
Before carrying out system design, the author needs to conduct a system feasibility study to determine whether MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs are suitable for developing the new system that will be proposed.

2.1. Technical Feasibility Study
The following are the minimum specifications required by a company to run the proposed application program: a) Minimum use Windows 10 operating system; b) Minimum processor speed 1.6Ghz; c) Have 4GB RAM or more; d) Has a free storage capacity of 1GB or more.

2.2. Economic Feasibility Study
MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs already has a laptop with sufficient specifications to run the proposed application program so that the company can immediately use this application without incurring additional costs.

2.3. Operational Feasibility Study
The operational feasibility study looks at the human resources that will implement the proposed application program. At MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs, the parties who are used to operating computers are the owner and finance department. Therefore, in developing this application program the author refers to the wishes of the owner and the financial department so that the application program can be easy to understand and easy to use.

3. Forms of General Design and Detailed Design in Designing the AIS Application Program
3.1. General Design
The general design for this application includes a system design that is documented using a DFD. This general design aims to ensure that the general system specifications can be described well so that potential users can easily understand them.

a. DFD Context
Creating a context DFD aims to determine the input and output received or produced by a system.

![Figure 2. DFD AIS Context Proposed Order Costs](image-url)

Figure 2. DFD AIS Context Proposed Order Costs
b. Logical DFD
Creating a logical DFD aims to determine the sequence of processes, data storage and data flow in a system.

Figure 3. AIS Logical DFD of Proposed Costs

3.2. Detailed Design
The detailed design for this application includes designing the face-to-face display (user interface) which is presented on the form object. Apart from that, there is also a report object that is used to create output reports on the cost of production.

3.2.1. Form
a. Login Form
The login form functions to limit access to application programs so that they can only be accessed by authorized parties who have the correct username and password.
b. Dashboard Form
The dashboard form is the initial display form when the application is opened. The following is a display of the dashboard form in this application.

![Dashboard Form](image)

Figure 5. Dashboard Form

c. Master Data Menu
The master data menu contains the basic data or master data used in this application program. In this menu there are several options for entering master data, namely product list, raw material costs, TKL costs, BOP, customers and suppliers.

![Master Data Menu](image)

Figure 6. Master Data Menu
d. Product List Form and Raw Material Costs
In the product list form, users can input, edit, or delete products to be sold. Meanwhile, on
the raw material costs form, users can input, edit, or delete the required raw material costs.

![Figure 7. Product List Form and Raw Material Costs](image)

e. BTKL and BOP forms
On the BTKL form, users can input, edit, or delete the required TKL fees. Meanwhile, in the
BOP form, users can input, edit, or delete BOP data to calculate the estimated BOP that will
occur during one month. This estimate is used to calculate the BOP rate charged.

![Figure 8. BTKL and BOP forms](image)

f. Customer List and Supplier List Form
In the customer list form, users can input, edit, or delete the customer list. Meanwhile, in the
supplier list form, users can input, edit, or delete the supplier list.

![Figure 9. Customer List and Supplier List Form](image)
g. User Registration Form
The user list form displays a list of users of this application.

![Figure 10. List of Users](image)

h. Transaction Data Menu Form
In this form there are several transaction options, namely sales orders, production costs, and material purchases.

![Figure 11. Transaction Menu](image)

i. Sales Order Form and Sales Order Details
In the sales order form, users can input, edit, or delete sales orders. To view sales order details, users can click a button on the table. Then the following sales order detail form will appear.

![Figure 12. Sales Order Form and Sales Order Details](image)
Then to print the sales order letter and sales invoice, the user can click the sales order letter and sales invoice button.

Figure 13. Sales Order Letter and Sales Invoice

j. Production Order List Form

The production order form automatically displays the orders that have been input by the sales department in the sales order form. This form produces several outputs, namely production order documents, material requirements documents, production activity documents, and order HPP cards. The appearance of the production order form is as follows.

Figure 14. Production Order List Form and Production Order Letter

Then the output display from this form is as follows.

Figure 15. List of Material Requirements
Then the output display from this form is as follows.

![Figure 16. List of Production Activities](image)

Next, the ordered HPP card displays as follows.

![Figure 17. Order COGS card](image)

k. **Material Purchase Form and Material Purchase Details**
   
   On the material purchase form, users can input, edit, or delete material purchase orders. To view sales order details, users can click a button on the table.
1. General Journal Form
   In this journal form, journals related to cost accounting based on orders will appear. The journal will appear automatically according to the sales orders and purchase orders that are input. All transactions recorded in the journal are carried out on credit.

m. Report Menu Form
   In the report menu form there are several options for material inventory reports, COGS reports and variable costing profit and loss reports.
4. Report

This order-based cost AIS application produces output in the form of a report. The reports produced by this application include material inventory reports, COGS reports and variable costing profit and loss reports. The raw material inventory report display is as follows.

![Figure 21. Raw Material Inventory Report](image1)

Then the COGS report display is as follows.

![Figure 22. COGS report](image2)

Next, the appearance of the variable costing profit and loss report is as follows.

![Figure 23. Variable costing Income Statement](image3)
Conclusion

The order-based Cost Accounting Information System currently used by MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs is not in accordance with proper cost accounting knowledge. Obstacles faced by companies in connection with the running system include not knowing the exact amount of gross profit from each order, manually calculating production costs which takes a long time, and difficulties when handling orders that require immediate handling. The form of general design and detailed design in designing the AIS application program Cost Based on Orders for MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs consists of general design and detailed design. General design contains the general design of the application program being designed, including the design of document flow in the system and general system specifications which are documented with document flowcharts and DFDs, as well as database tables. Detailed design contains detailed design including designing the face-to-face display (user interface) which is presented on form and report objects. The main output of this application program is the order COGS card, material inventory report, COGS report and variable costing profit and loss report. It is hoped that MMC Fashion Knitting MSMEs can use this application to overcome the obstacles experienced by the company and simplify its business operations.
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